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Moving academic advising online: enabling 
student aspiration and reflection





• Academic advising is a 
staff – student process 
aimed at helping 
students 
• Viewed positively by 
both staff and students 
(Chan et al 2019) but 














• Quality of mentor









On a scale of 1 (low) to high (10), how important is 
academic advising at your institution?
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Audience question 3/6:
On a scale of 1 (low) to high (10), how much variability is 
there across your institution?
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The gap
Despite its importance, 
VLEs are ill-equipped to 
support the cross-module 
and multi-year needs of 




• Creative Technology Department
• 21 academic advisors
• 520 music and games students
• Interactions between advisors and students 
occur twice per semester
• Group sessions for first and second year 
students transitioning to a majority of one-to-one 
sessions for final year students









• 2016 & 2017 attendance recorded
• Pilot in 2019-2020 to explore improvements
• 2019 Online recording model 1 – VLE tools
• 2019 Online recording model 2 – Jisc Survey




What metrics / information do you think would be useful to 
capture and/or provide to students?
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Example student feedback #1
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Example student feedback #2
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Data capture form (part)
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• More consistent staff 
approach
• Better information to 
staff and students
• Potential to promote 
reflection and goal 
setting




• No tools in our VLE 
could be repurposed
• We used bespoke and 
3rd party tools
• The solution was not 
scalable
• Less engaged students 
were less engaged
• More consistent staff 
approach
• Better information to 
staff and students
• Potential to promote 
reflection and goal 
setting




• No tools in our VLE 
could be repurposed
• We used bespoke and 
3rd party tools
• The solution was not 
scalable
• Less engaged students 
were less engaged
• More consistent staff 
approach
• Better information to 
staff and students
• Potential to promote 
reflection and goal 
setting
• Engaged students 
engaged well
We need to demonstrate the benefits to engage more 
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Audience question 6/6:
a) Does academic advising need to be taken online?
b) If so, how can this be achieved in an effective way?
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